Program Guidelines:

Classes are conducted by a qualified Pilates instructor within a fitness environment as a mat
Level 1, basic Pilates repertoire. Small apparatus and fit balls may be used. Anyone that needs
rehabilitation or has special requirements to perform the exercise should be referred to a
specialist in their appropriate field. This class is not a pre or post-natal Pilates although if you are
post-natal a medical clearance will be required prior to participation allowing 6 to 12 week postpartum.
The classes are open to people that have no known restrictions and are considerably healthy that
it would not limit their ability to perform and can participate without assistance in the class.
Classes are held for one hour and participants are encouraged to rest in between if needed and
to work within their own comfort zones at all times.
Declaration:
I have read and understood the program guidelines and understand there is an inherent risk of
any exercise in any exercise activity. I agree to take full responsibility for not exceeding my limits
in the practice of Pilates and assume the risk of any injury arising out of or my participation in the
class. Anyone that needs rehabilitation or special requirements to perform the exercises should
be referred to a specialist in their appropriate field.
In consideration for admission to this class, I hereby:
a: - accept full responsibility for, and assume risk of any injuries sustained because of my
participation in this class,
b: - release or hold harmless Reynard Street Neighbourhood house and the instructor and
personnel with the class from any liabilities, injuries and expenses which may arise as a result of
my participation in this class or practice or lessons involving the Pilates class.
I do not have any medical reasons that would prevent me from participating in the class. I
understand that, if I do have a medical reason why I should not participate in this class, it’s my
responsibility to obtain a medical clearance from a doctor or allied health professional before
commencing the class and I must notify the instructor at the beginning of the class if at any stage
my medical condition changes or of any injuries I may have.
If by any chance the contents of this disclaimer is unclear and you need additional information,
please feel free to speak to the instructor.
Signature: __________________________

Date : ______________

